WORD LIST
THINGS YOU’D FIND IN A LABORATORY

- Scales
- Glasses
- Cork
- Rubber Gloves
- Ruler
- Tube
- Steam
- Slides
- Scientist
- Sink
- Stir
- Thermometer
- Microscope
- Tongs
- Mask

HINTS: All words touch at least one other word.
Step 1: Complete the picture.

Step 2: Have you discovered the way to read in ultraviolet?

Step 3: Use Step 2 to find Step 3: "▲★■◆"

Step 4: Use Step 1 Picture with Step 3 Instructions to get P3 Answer.
3. The outer edge
7. Feline nemesis
8. Lab containers
11. Life is ____
12. The tins in your escape room box are ____________
14. Not new
17. Saw’s partner on the playground
18. Neruda, Frost, and Cummings
20. Wolf like
21. What’s left behind after injuries.

1. Wolf nail
2. Conditionally releases from prison
3. Wolf kiss
4. Not out
5. A name I call myself.
6. Rip
9. Heart, Diamond, Club...
10. Beware this in March
13. Several female deer
14. Not down
15. Spanish yes
16. Typist’s measurement
18. Ma’s partner
19. Either
NEXT:
Plug the answer for P1 into this:
P1 + (P1-1 letter) =
Your Instructions
CREATING A SUPERHUMAN

HYPOTHESIS
If we splice together the most bomb-diggity attributes of a wolf’s DNA with the human genome, then we will **P1** __ __ __ __ Mother Nature’s handbook to creating a SUPER HUMAN SPECIES!

MATERIALS
Lots of **P2** __ __ __ __ .

PROCEDURE
1. Extract specimen from wolf.
2. Knock wolf out.
3. Extract specimen from wolf.
4. **P3** __ __ __ __ cage, so she’s comfy-cozy when she wakes up.
5. Centrifuge away! Isolating DNA sequences that code for awesomeness.
6. Extract DNA from human subject (self). Everyone says not to experiment on yourself, but, what’s the worst that could happen?
7. Splicety-splice wolf specimen with human DNA.
8. Vaporize new **SUPER HUMAN** formula, for easy snorting.
9. **TEST ON SELF.** If it goes well, test on family. (What? Everyone **P4** __ __ __ __ .)

RESULTS
HYPOTHESIS 1
If a scientist were BRave enough to ignore the advice of every horror sci-fi movie ever and experiment on herself, then she would need to create a antidote.

HYPOTHESIS 2
If I want to eradicate the BIG BAD WOLF aspects from the poor little human DNA then I need to create an antidote based on specimens from even more P5_______ creatures.

PROCEDURE
1. Steal specimens from neighboring labs:
   Lion, P6_______, Unicorn, Aliens.
2. Extract attributes from specimens that will defeat the werewolf aspect: A mighty P7_______, serious aggression, a bit of magic, superior technologic know-how.
3. Extract DNA from werewolf subject (self). I know, I know, but I am literally the only possible subject this time.
4. Splice-O-Rama: Creature specimens and my ruined DNA.
5. Infuse pretty thingamabob with antidote for repeat usage.
6. Rub the P8_______ thingamabob and let that sweet, sweet antidote permeate my paws before the full moon.
6. See if this antidote is worth it’s P9_______.

RESULTS

DEATH.
Just Kidding! It works. IF YOU CAN FIND IT IN TIME....
OPEN MOUTH FIRST.
DISCOVER ALL 4 FORTUNES.
THEN ADD THEM UP.
To become the bestest, baddest scientist, I removed the frog from my lab. Doc Frankenstein who?
To become the bestest, baddest scientist, I removed the from my lab. Doc Frankenstein who?